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Abstract 

Background Pulmonary nodule detection in CXR is challenging. Recently, the use of artificial intelligence (AI) 
has been a major attraction. The current study aimed to evaluate the diagnostic performance of the AI in the detec-
tion of pulmonary nodules or masses on CXR compared to the radiologist’s interpretation and to assess its impact 
on the reporting process. The current study included 150 patients who had CXR interpreted by radiologists and by AI 
software.

Results CT detected pulmonary nodules in 99 cases (66%) while the visual model of analysis, as well as AI, detected 
nodules among 92 cases (61.3%) compared to 93 (62%) cases detected by combined visual/AI model. A total of 216 
nodules were detected by CT (64.4% solid and 31.5% GG). Only 188 nodules were detected by the AI while 170 
nodules were detected by visual analysis. As per case classification or nodule analysis, the AI showed the high-
est area under curve (AUC) (0.890, 95% CI) and (0.875, 95% CI), respectively, followed by the combined visual/AI 
model. Regarding the nodules’ texture, the AI model’s sensitivity for solid nodules was 91.4% which was greater 
than the combined visual/AI and visual models alone, while in GG nodules, the combined visual/AI model’s sensitivity 
was higher than the AI and visual models. The probability score using the combined visual/AI model was significantly 
higher than using the visual model alone (P value = 0.001).

Conclusions The use of the AI model in CXR interpretation regarding nodules and masses detection helps in more 
accurate decision-making and increases the diagnostic performance affecting the patient’s morbidity and mortality.
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Background
Chest radiography (CXR) is usually the first step in the 
assessment of almost any patient complaining of respira-
tory symptoms, in a pre-occupational setting and even 
in the routine follow-up of most cancer patients [1]. 
Also, multiple large clinical trials have been carried out 
for assessing its possible use as a screening tool for lung 

cancer detection in high-risk populations, especially with 
its low cost and availability [2].

Pulmonary nodule detection in CXR is still challeng-
ing as some nodules can be obscured by the anatomi-
cal structures while others not detected because of the 
nodule size and nature [3]. This might explain the results 
of the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) which 
revealed the lower sensitivity of the CXRs compared to 
low-dose CT (LDCT) in nodule detection [4].

LDCT is considered the screening modality for lung 
cancer among high-risk populations in most countries 
[5]. However, LDCT has higher cost and a higher radia-
tion dose compared with CXR with higher false-positive 
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nodules detection leading to additional laboratory 
workup and increased patient anxiety [6].

CXR can play an important role in detecting lung can-
cers presenting as incidental pulmonary nodules with a 
better prognosis as they are likely to have earlier stages of 
cancer and smaller tumors [7].

Recently, the artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms for 
the detection of pulmonary nodules in CXRs images by 
optimizing data based on previous observations and deep 
learning techniques have been a major attraction for 
medical applications [8] Some studies have demonstrated 
the ability of the AI algorithm to improve speed and 
accuracy in image reading, increase the detection rate of 
pulmonary nodules, and reduce radiologist errors [9, 10].

Despite the wide steps in the research on the use of 
such artificial intelligence algorithms in thoracic imaging 
have been taken over the last few decades, we rarely see 
them in clinical practice [8].

Aim of the work
This study aimed to primarily evaluate the diagnostic 
performance and efficacy of the artificial intelligence (AI) 
software for automatic detection of pulmonary nodules 
or masses on CXR compared to the radiologist’s interpre-
tation using the computed tomography (CT) as a refer-
ence being more accurate compared to CXR.

Furthermore, we aimed to assess the impact of using 
the AI software in the diagnostic performance of the 
reporting process.

Methods
Patients
This was a retrospective study that was done in the Radi-
ology Department of Ain Shams University. A total of 
150 patients who came to do CXR followed by chest CT 
over the period from 05/2021 to 07/2022 were retrospec-
tively selected from the PACS. The Ethical Committee of 
the Faculty of Medicine- Ain Shams University approved 
this retrospective study and the use of patients’ data 
archived in the picture archiving and communication 
system (PACS). The informed consent was waived being 
a retrospective study.

The inclusion criteria were any patients above 18 years 
old who did a CXR for any respiratory complaint or pre-
occupational. Also, patients with known cancer else-
where in the body came from the oncology department 
for lung metastases screening. No sex predilection.

The chest radiographs included in this study comprised 
patients without as well as with different lung diseases 
such as mild free and encysted effusion, cardiomegaly, 
consolidation, emphysema, sub-segmental and segmen-
tal atelectasis as well as calcified granuloma to be more 
matching with the encountered in real clinical practice.

The excluded patients were patients with poor image 
quality, image artifacts caused by any instrument such 
as wires, and patients with massive pleural effusion, or 
massive fibrosis. Also, patients with more than 6 nod-
ules were excluded (maximum one nodule per lung 
zone on either side was the best statistically for better 
reflection of the nodule detection and assigning the 
nodules to lung zone in statistics). Any patients with 
unavailable CT within 2 weeks from the CXR were not 
included in the study. Lastly, patients with nodules < 5 
mm were excluded (being insignificant).

Chest X‑ray (CXR)
All the CXRs were selected from the PACS fulfilling 
the inclusion criteria and all were in a postero-anterior 
view (PA view). The CXR was reviewed by two radi-
ologists with 6–8 years of experience in consensus. A 
training set of 20 chest radiographs unrelated to the 
study collected data was given to each radiologist to get 
the radiologist more familiar with the study. The radi-
ologists were instructed to mark any significant nodule 
(by a circle) in the chest radiographs including pulmo-
nary nodule (nodule = / > 5mm, non-calcified), pleural 
nodule/nodular thickening, or hilar lymphadenopathy. 
If multiple nodules are noted, they were instructed 
to highlight the most obvious nodules. The following 
points were required for the CXR assessment:

• Presence or absence of pulmonary nodules or 
masses.

• The number and location (right versus left and the 
affected upper/middle/lower lung zone) of the pul-
monary nodules or masses.

• The degree of confidence regarding the diagno-
sis of a nodule presence: confidence score (1 to 4) 
for each nodule based on how confident they were 
about the nodule [1 = uncertain (0–25% abnormal-
ity confidence score), 2 = mildly confident (26–
50%), 3 = moderately confident (51–75%), 4 = very 
confident (76–100%)]. The normalized confidence 
score for the readers was calculated by the mean 
confidence score for both readers.

• The data obtained from the radiologists alone were 
collected.

After 3 weeks the radiologists were given the same set 
of radiographs in different randomized arrangements 
and this time the results of the AI algorithm analysis 
were exposed to them while reading. Again the results 
of their reading after the aid of the AI algorithm were 
collected (nodules number, location, and confidence 
score).
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Artificial intelligence (AI) software

• In the current study, Lunit INSIGHT CXR (version 
2.4.11.0; Lunit Inc.) was used which is a commercially 
available deep learning-based algorithm that is FDA 
cleared as well as Korea Food and Drug Adminis-
tration approved [11]. This version was installed in 
our department in 2022. It is a deep convolutional 
neural network that uses residual neural network 
34 (ResNet-34) as its foundational architecture with 
a self-attention mechanism to generate a more dis-
tinguishable image representation [12]. This algo-
rithm was trained using 72,704 normal CXRs and 
12,408 abnormal CXRs with lung nodules or masses 
obtained from multiple hospitals in South Korea that 
included both digital and computed radiographs 
annotated by at least 1 of 15 board-certified radiolo-
gists [13, 14].

• This AI algorithm uses Digital Imaging and Com-
munications in Medicine (DICOM) file as input and 
produces for each radiograph a heat (abnormality) 
colored hue map overlaid on the input chest radio-
graphs identifying the locations of the abnormality 
(using ascending color scale blue, green, yellow and 
red according to the probability) as well as a separate 
abnormality score (0–100%) for each of these 10 CXR 
abnormalities including atelectasis, calcification, car-
diomegaly, consolidation, fibrosis, mediastinal wid-
ening, nodule or mass, pleural effusion, pneumop-
eritoneum, and pneumothorax. This algorithm does 
not produce an output map when the abnormality 
score is below 15% (the operating point chosen using 
Youden criteria in the internal validation set) [15, 16].

• The entire studied CXRs underwent assessment 
using the AI software without any radiologist inter-
ference or modification. The results were recorded 
separately by another radiologist after being 
instructed to annotate each nodule appearing on the 
probability color hue map by its location and color 
hue considering the color hue to be representative of 
the probability/confidence of AI for the diagnosis of 
the presence of each nodule [giving a corresponding 
number and probability range to each color score as 
follows: Blue = 1 (0–25%), green = 2 (26–50%), yel-
low = 3 (51–75%), red = 4 (76–100%)].

CT of the chest
CT chest studies were obtained within 2 weeks duration 
from the CXR and were used as a standard reference for 
validation of the radiologists’ and AI algorithms results. 
The CT images were revised by two radiologists with 6–8 

years of experience in consensus. The following param-
eters were recorded:

• Presence or absence of pulmonary nodules or 
masses.

• The number, location, size, and consistency of the 
detected nodules.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using Statistical Package for Social 
Science (IBM SPSS statistics for windows, V. 25.0. 
Armonk, NY. USA). The qualitative data were described 
as numbers and percentages. The nonparametric contin-
uous data were described as median and range. The per-
formance of the different models was evaluated using the 
area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
curve (AUC) and the paired-sample area difference was 
performed to determine the difference between the two 
models. Cross-tabulation was used to assess the diag-
nostic performance of the categorical variable. Following 
that, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value 
(PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy 
were calculated and the 95% confidence interval (CI) was 
determined. Mann–Whitney U test was used to evaluate 
the differences in nonparametric ordinal variables. All P 
values were two-tailed and P value < 0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.

Results
The current study included 150 patients having CXR 
with a patient median age of 48 years (age range: 18 to 
83 years). Male patients represented 54% of the patients. 
CT detected pulmonary nodules in 99 cases represent-
ing 66% of the cases while the visual model of analysis, 
as well as AI analysis, detected nodules among 92 (61.3%) 
cases compared to 93 (62%) cases detected by combined 
visual/AI model. In all different models of interpreta-
tions, the solitary lung nodule and the right lung lobe site 
were the most common finding (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5).

According to per nodule analysis, 216 nodules were 
detected in the CT examination with a median nodule 
diameter of 10 mm (5–89 mm), and the most common 
nodule texture was solid (64.4%) followed by GG nod-
ule (31.5%). This was compared to 188 nodules that were 
detected by the AI model and only 170 nodules detected 
by visual CXR analysis (Table 1).

As per nodule analysis, the AI model had the high-
est AUC (0.875, 95% CI:0.820–0.930), followed by the 
visual/AI model with AUC (0.834, 95%: 0.771–0.897), 
while the visual model had the lowest AUC (0.772, 95%: 
0.701–0.844) (Fig.  1), the paired-sample area difference 
revealed that the AUC of the visual model is consistently 
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lower than that of the AI model (P = 0.002) and visual/
AI (P = 0.002), yet no significant difference in the AUC 
between AI and visual/AI models (P = 0.185) (Table 2).

As per case (CXR) classification, the AI model showed 
the highest AUC (0.890, 95% CI:0.830–0.951), followed 
by the combined visual/AI model with AUC (0.866, 95%: 
0.799–0.933), while the visual model showed the low-
est AUC (0.816, 95%: 0.740–0.893) (Fig.  6), the paired-
sample area difference showed that the AUC of the 
visual model is statistically lower than that of AI model 
(P value = 0.037) and visual/AI model (P value = 0.023), 
yet no significant difference in the AUC between AI and 
visual/AI models (P value = 0.437) (Table 2).

As per the case (CXR) analysis, the diagnostic per-
formance parameters of the AI model were found to be 
the highest followed by the combined visual/AI model 
with the visual model showing the least diagnostic per-
formance. This was also the same as per nodule analysis 
(Table 3).

Regarding the texture and nature of the nodule, the AI 
model’s sensitivity for solid nodule localization was 91.4% 
which was greater than the combined visual/AI and vis-
ual models, while in GG nodules, the combined visual/
AI model’s sensitivity was higher than the AI and visual 
models (Table 4).

According to nodule localization; the right middle lung 
zone was the highest zone with lung nodule prevalence 
in CT, AI, visual/AI, and visual models (20.8%, 21.3%, 
22.1%, and 22.4%, respectively), while the left lower 
lung zone was the lowest zone (14.6%, 11.2%, 11.6%, and 
12.9%, respectively). There was no statistically signifi-
cant difference in the distribution of lung nodules among 
visual and AI models or between visual and combined 
visual/AI models, but there was a statistically significant 
difference in the distribution of lung nodules between the 
visual model and CT (P < 0.001) (Table 5).

According to the study’s findings, the probability score 
using the combined visual/AI model was significantly 
higher than using the visual model alone (P value = 0.001) 
(Table 6).

Discussion
The current applications of AI algorithms in radiology 
have demonstrated their efficacy in better, rapid, and 
more accurate reporting with this study aiming primar-
ily at evaluating the diagnostic performance and efficacy 
of AI software in automatic detection of pulmonary nod-
ules or masses on CXR compared to the radiologist visual 
reading using the CT as a reference. Second, we assessed 
the impact of using the AI software as a helping tool 

Fig. 1 A Chest radiograph PA view showing right lower lung zone nodules (Marked by a radiologist). B Chest radiograph PA view interpreted by AI 
showing right lower lung zone nodules. C and D Chest CT axial cuts showing right and left variable-sized lower lung lobes nodules
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with the radiologist during the reporting process for the 
detection of chest nodules and masses in the CXR.

The results of the current study showed that AI soft-
ware had better efficacy than the radiologists’ visual anal-
ysis alone in the detection of the pulmonary nodules and 
masses in CXR and it also improved the radiologists’ per-
formance in detecting these lesions when used in combi-
nation with the visual analysis.

The nodule incidence in the current study was 66% 
using the CT, 61.3% using the AI, and 62% using com-
bined visual/AI model. This was higher as compared to 
Hendrix et  al. [17] who reported 50% incidence of pul-
monary nodule in 2019. The higher incidence on the 
current study can be explained by the sample size char-
acteristics with the presence of patients with cancer and 
came for pulmonary metastases and this raised the inci-
dence of nodules.

The median nodule diameter in this study was 10 
mm (5–89 mm) and this was different from the results 
of Liang et  al. [1] who detected pulmonary nodules/
masses with an average diameter of 4.872 cm with 

limited ability to detect smaller lesions and this can be 
explained by the use of different AI algorithms in this 
study.

Regarding the AUC using per case (CXR) classification 
or even per nodule classification, the AI model showed 
the highest AUC with 0.890 (0.830–0.951) and 0.875 
(0.820–0.930), respectively, and P value < 0.001, followed 
by the combined visual/AI model.

These results were almost similar to the study done by 
Choi et al. [18] which showed the improvement of perfor-
mance in image classification using the AI models with 
AUC, 0.8679–0.9285; P value = 0.006 as well as lesion 
localization with AUC, 0.8426–0.9112; P value = 0.0287. 
This was also close to Jin et al. [19] that showed that the 
AI solution itself showed acceptable performance with 
AUC, 0.863–0.873; also the study of Hwang et  al. [14] 
showed improvements in diagnostic performance in both 
image-wise classifications (AUC, 0.814–0.932 to 0.904–
0.958; all P < 0.005) and lesion-wise localization (AUC, 
0.781–0.907 to 0.873–0.938; all P < 0.001) with the assis-
tance of the algorithm.

Fig. 2 A Chest radiograph PA view showing no definite nodules. B Chest radiograph PA view interpreted by AI showing low probability for nodules. 
C Chest CT axial cuts showing no lung nodules
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As per the case (CXR) classification, we found that the 
sensitivity of the radiologists to detect pulmonary nod-
ules improved from 82.8 to 86.9%, also the specificity 
improved from 80.4 to 86.3%. Also, per nodule detection 
the sensitivity, specificity PPV, NPV, and accuracy were 
better in the combined visual/AI model (80.6%, 86.3%, 
96.1%, 51.2%, and 81.7%, respectively), compared to vis-
ual models alone (74.1%, 80.4%, 94.1%, 42.3%, and 75.3%, 
respectively).

This was in agreement with Choi et al. [18] results for 
lesion detection which showed improvement in radiolo-
gists’ sensitivity from 78.13% to 88.75% for nodule/mass 
and the study of Sim et al. [10] who revealed an increase 
in the sensitivity of radiologists from 65.1 to 70.3% with 
a decline in the number of false-positive findings (from 
0.2 to 0.18, P < 0.001) when the radiologists re-reviewed 
radiographs with the deep learning algorithm for pulmo-
nary nodules.

Nam et al. [8] also reported that the AI algorithm sys-
tem showed significantly higher specificity than that of 
the pooled radiologists (94% vs 78%; P = 0.01). The sen-
sitivity and specificity demonstrated by the radiologists 
were significantly improved when they were aided by 
the algorithm (P < 0.001 and P = 0.01, respectively), and 
the algorithm showed good sensitivity that was higher 
than that of the thoracic radiologists (69.6% vs 47.0%; 
P < 0.001) as well as higher specificity (94.0% vs 78.0%; 
P = 0.01).

The current study also showed that the diagnostic per-
formance parameters of the AI were the highest com-
pared to the visual analysis alone or even the combined 
visual/AI model with acceptable good performance com-
pared to the CT results and this agreed with the study of 
Kim et al. [20] that demonstrated an overall fair to good 
AI stand-alone performance to determine the presence of 
referable thoracic abnormalities.

Fig. 3 A CXR PA view showing a right hilar mass (Marked by a radiologist with a confidence score of (1). B CXR PA interpreted by AI showing a right 
hilar mass (abnormality score 32%, level (2) and right pleural effusion. C Chest CT axial cuts showing a right hilar mass and pleural effusion
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Regarding the nature of the nodules detected, the AI 
model showed the highest sensitivity for solid nodule 
localization, while the visual/AI model showed a higher 

sensitivity for GG nodule localization. Lastly, for the cavi-
tating nodules, the AI and AI/visual models had the same 
sensitivity which was higher than the visual model alone.

Fig. 4 A Chest radiograph PA view showing a right middle lung zone mass (Marked by a radiologist). B CXR PA view interpreted by AI showing 
a right middle lung zone mass. C Chest CT axial cuts showing a right lower lung lobe mass

Fig. 5 A Chest radiograph PA view showing right lower lung zone nodules (Marked by a radiologist). B Chest radiograph PA view interpreted by AI 
showing right lower lung zone nodules (probability level 4) and left lower lung zone nodules (probability level 2).   C Chest CT axial cuts showing 
right and left variable-sized lower lung lobes nodules
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And this agreed with the study of Liang et al. [1] who 
reported that of the 47 pulmonary nodules in their 
study, 39 (82.97%) were solid nodules and eight (17.02%) 
were part-solid nodules, and Nam et al. [8] whom study 
showed 80% solid nodules (149 out of 187) versus 14% 
subsolid nodules (26 of 187) and 6.4% cavitations [12].

For the location of lung nodules, the right middle lung 
zone was the highest in all different models while the left 
lower lung zone had the lowest prevalence. This was quite 

different from the study of Nam et  al. [8] who showed 
that the RLL had the highest number of nodules detected 
and the RML had the lowest number. But we agreed with 
them regarding the AI higher detection rate than read-
ers for obscured nodules and pooled readers successfully 
detected more than 10% more nodules when assisted 
with the algorithm for the hilar and apical nodules.

The degree of confidence (the probability score) in the 
current study was significantly higher with the visual/AI 

Table 1 Demographic data of the patients, number, and characteristics of the nodule using different models of interpretation

CT AI Visual/AI Visual

Age (median and range) 48 (18–83)

 Sex

  Male 81 (54%)

  Female 69 (46%)

Nodule size (median and range) 10 (5–89)

 Per Case (CXR) classification

  Positive 99/150 (66%) 92/150 (61.3%) 93/150 (62%) 92/150 (61.3%)

  Number of nodules

   1 nodule 62/99 (62.6%) 57/92 (62%) 61/93 (65.6%) 62/92 (67.4%)

   2 nodules 12/99 (12.1%) 12/92 (13%) 9/93 (9.7%) 9/92 (9.8%)

   3 nodules 4/99 (4%) 5/92 (5.4%) 8/93 (8.6%) 9/92 (9.8%)

   4 nodules 3/99 (3%) 6/92 (6.5%) 4/93 (4.3%) 4/92 (4.3%)

   5 nodules 2/99 (2%) 4/92 (4.3%) 4/93 (4.3%) 1/92 (1.1%)

   6 nodules 16/99 (16.3%) 8/92 (8.7%) 7/93 (7.5%) 7/92 (7.6%)

  CXR nodule laterality

   Right lung lobe 41/99 (41.4%) 42/92 (45.7%) 40/93 (43%) 39/92 (42.4%)

   Left lung lobe 36/99 (36.4%) 30/92 (32.6%) 33/93 (35.5%) 34/92 (37%)

   Bilateral lung lobes 22/99 (22.2%) 20/92 (21.7%) 20/93 (21.5%) 19/92 (20.6%)

Number of the nodule 216 188 181 170

 Nodule texture

  Solid 139/216 (64.4%)

  GG 68/216 (31.5%)

  Cystic lesion 9/216 (4.1%)

Table 2 Comparison between the AUC of different models of interpretation using per case (CXR) and per nodule analysis

*Significant

AUC (95% CI) P value AI vs visual AI versus visual/AI Visual 
versus 
visual/AI

Per CXR 0.037* 0.437 0.023*

 AI 0.890 (0.830–0.951)  < 0.001*

 Visual/AI 0.866 (0.799–0.933)  < 0.001*

 Visual 0.816 (0.740–0.893)  < 0.001*

Per nodule 0.002* 0.185 0.002*

 AI 0.875 (0.820–0.930)  < 0.001*

 Visual/AI 0.834 (0.771–0.897)  < 0.001*

 Visual 0.772 (0.701–0.844)  < 0.001*
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model than that with the visual model alone. This was 
also demonstrated by Liang et  al. [1] who reported that 
for plain chest films with the lowest probability score, 
radiologists can exclude lesions with greater confidence.

The difference of the results between the visual analy-
sis and AI can be explained by the presence of blind or 

obscured areas on chest radiographs for both the radi-
ologist and AI algorithms and this is a limitation of the 
X-ray itself. These obscured areas showed more limi-
tation to the visual analysis. Also, AI due to the deep 
learning showed higher ability to detect less dense 
nodules and smaller nodules compared to the visual 
assessment.

Fig. 6 The ROC curve for the different models of interpretation using the per case (CXR) analysis (A) and per nodule analysis (B)

Table 3 The diagnostic performance of the different parameters of CXR analysis including the AI, combined visual/AI, and the visual 
models

Numbers in parentheses are proportions; numbers in brackets are 95% confidence intervals

*For per nodule localization, the number of negative CXR was used as the denominator for specificity

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy

Per CXR

 AI 87.9% (87/99) [80–94] 90.2%  (46/51) [79–97] 94.6%  (87/92) [88–88] 79.3% (46/58) [69–87] 88.7% (133/150)  [82–93]

 Visual /AI 86.9% (86/99) [79–93] 86.3% (44/51) [74–94] 92.5%  (86/93) [86–96] 77.2% (44/57) [67–85] 86.7% (130/150) [80–92]

 Visual 82.8% (82/99) [74–90] 80.4% (41/51) [67–90] 89.1% (82/92) [82–94] 70.7%  (41/58) [61–79] 82% (123/150) [75–88]

Per nodule*

 AI 84.7%  (183/216) [79–89] 90.2% (46/51) [79–97] 97.3% (183/188)  [94–99] 58.2%  (46/79) [50–66] 85.8% (229/267) [81–90]

 Visual /AI 80.6%  (174/216) [75–86] 86.3% (44/51) [74–94] 96.1% (174/181) [93–98] 51.2%  (44/86) [44–58] 81.7% (218/267) [76–86]

 Visual 74.1%  (160/216) [68–80] 80.4% (41/51) [67–90] 94.1% (160/170) [90–97] 42.3%  (41/97) [36–49] 75.3% (201/267) [70–80]

Table 4 The sensitivity and false negative rate of the AI, combined visual/AI, and Visual models according to CT nodule texture

Solid nodule GG nodule Cystic nodule

Sensitivity False negative rate Sensitivity False negative rate Sensitivity False negative rate

AI 91.4% (127/139) 8.6% (12/139) 70.6 (48/68) 29.4% (20/68) 88.9% (8/9) 11.1% (1/9)

Visual/AI 83.5% (116/139) 16.5% (23/139) 73.5% (50/68) 26.5% (18/68) 88.9% (8/9) 11.1% (1/9)

Visual 79.1% (110/139) 20.9% (29/139) 63.2% (43/68) 36.8% (25/68) 77.8% (7/9) 22.2% (2/9)
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To our knowledge, there was no sufficient number of 
studies that focused on the radiologist’s diagnostic per-
formance with and without the aid of AI algorithms 
in the area of Africa. However, several limitations were 
encountered in the current study being a single-center 
retrospective study. Also, we studied only pulmonary 
nodules ignoring the other pulmonary abnormalities. 
Also, nodule characterization either benign versus malig-
nant was not included in the aim. Lastly, we studied chest 
radiographs using the PA projection, without lateral or 
any other added projections and this may be one of the 
reasons for the lower diagnostic performance of the radi-
ologists alone compared to the AI models.

Conclusions
The performance of the AI model in CXR interpretation 
regarding nodules and masses detection is acceptable if 
used alone or even as an assistant to the radiologist as it 
enhances the radiologist’s confidence and helps in more 
accurate decision-making in real clinical situations. It 
increases the diagnostic performance of the CXR inter-
pretation which of course will make a positive impact on 
the patient’s morbidity and mortality. Using AI will not 
replace radiologists but it will improve the diagnostic 

performance and enhance the diagnostic accuracy espe-
cially with the uprising in the workload.
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Table 5 The prevalence of lung nodules among different lung zones in CT and the other different models of analysis

*The total number of lung nodules detected by models represents TP + FP

Nodule location CT (216) AI (188)* Visual/AI (181)* Visual (170)* Visual vs CT Visual vs AI Visual vs 
visual/AI

 < 0.001 0.180 0.130

Right upper zone 39/216 (18%) 38/188 (20.2%) 37/181 (20.4%) 32/170 (18.8%)

Right middle zone 45/216 (20.8%) 40/188 (21.3%) 40/181 (22.1%) 38/170 (22.4%)

Right lower zone 28/216 (12.9%) 27/188 (14.4%) 22/181 (12.2%) 23/170 (13.5%)

Left upper zone 37/216 (17.1%) 34/188 (18%) 32/181 (17.7%) 29/170 (17.1%)

Left middle zone 36/216 (16.6%) 28/188 (14.9%) 29/181 (16%) 26/170 (15.3%)

Left lower zone 31/216 (14.6%) 21/188 (11.2%) 21/181 (11.6%) 22/170 (12.9%)

Table 6 The probability score among visual versus combined 
visual/AI models of nodule analysis

Probability score Visual Visual/AI Z score P value

3.675  < 0.001

0% 97 /267 (36.3%) 86/267 (32.2%)

1–25% 53/267 (19.9%) 22/267 (8.2%)

26–50% 53/267 (19.9%) 52/267 (19.5%)

51–75% 47/267 (17.6%) 54/267 (20.2%)

76–100% 17/267 (6.3%) 53/267 (19.9%)
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